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Three Quickies
Speedy Don Severson started the
Redwing scoring barrage when he
canned the opening goal of the

Big Bill Corcoran finished up the
scoring' of that frame when he potted the first of his two goals for the
.Beavers. It was a cleanly played
period with no penalties being meted out by Referee Bob Gilmore.
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RETURNS—Oregon's cage-masters yesterday
were greeted at the practice court by the return of Boh Amacher,
ace forward. The big fellow left the squad several weeks ago, but

out of the

matters have been taken in hand, and now all is peace between him
and Coach John Warren. With Amacher, the Ducks stand a good
chance to throw a few scares into Washington this weekend.
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CORVALLIS, Ore., Jan. 17— closed the gay to six points, 28-22,
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Brawl Barely Averted

29-24.

Crandall totaled 16 for the game,

Oregon State piled in 16 of its blit only four points
points on free throws, with l*ig goals.
Cliff Crandall coining in with six

As he entered the game two minut >s later, he and Beaver Jim Rad-

ars each drew a major penalty for
the second major fight of tire game
v, hich, like tire one only minutes
before, brought several other skatir.g fighters jnto it before officials
succeeded in breaking it up.
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Van Dyke Sizzles
Outstanding show of the day was
put on by transfer Peter Van Dyke, Nishimoto is in reality a freestyler
high point man, who took firsts in and had won the 220 yard freestyle
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in good time of 2:25.0 just a little
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The Webfoots came out brandishing a fistful of war
clubs in the second half, and quickly converted them into
field goals and a six point lead. But the Vandals were obstinant. They deadlocked the game 43-43 on Brimhall's free
throw and hung on until the fading minutes. The Ducks

able to compete is another story.
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did not fall as fast as expected, the crowd was still treated to one
of the finest exhibitions seen in these parts for several years.
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'S No Joke
I lave you heard about the little Egyptian girl who didn't
know right from wrong?
Now she’s a mummy!
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TONIGHT—8 P.M.
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SESSIONS:
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